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cylinder once more The track itself was made to
form a spiral on the surface of the cjlmder by
attaching the horn and stylus to i lead screw
arrangement identical in principle to that of a
screw cutting lathe
The Gramophone Proper
One very serious limitation of the Edit,on
machine was that although it made a permanent if
crude recording this recording could not be
duplicated or copied In present dav jargon
each recording was a one off Fortunately for
the gramophile there was an almost concurrent
introduction of Berliner s Gramophone This
used a transducer similar to that of the Phono
graph but there were important differences
The rotating element was not a cylinder but a
disc the stilus moved sideways not up
and down so as to make a lateral displacement
recording rather than a vertical one and the
recording medium the disc was of was coated
zmc
The way was now clear to copy recordings using
a technique borrowed from the electrotype trade
the recorded disc •nas coated with graphite and
then thickly electroplated When the electro
plate was peeled off it did of course carry the
groove patuern in relief so that it could be used
as a die by means of which com recordings could
be pressed In essence this is the way in which
recordings are copied todav although many re
finements to ensure exact copj ing have been
developed Many curious recipes were at first
used for the pressing material which eventually
emerged aa one of several mixes of three main
ingredients shellac lamp black as a lubricant
and a filler such as slate or mica dust The
mixture was necessarily thermoplastic albeit
made up of natural compounds in order that it
could be pressed while hot and soft
Progress could now be made to Improve the
basic inventions better spring drive motors to
give more constant pitch to the recorded sound
(spurious pitch variations are referred to also
evocatively as wow and flutter) changes in the
mis of materials used for the pressings so as to
reduce both the background noise or needle hisa
and also the wear and many substantial improve
ments in the transducers
Since the copy recording or pressing could
now be plaved on a separate machine it was
possible to design one transducer—the cutter
head—to cut the master recording and another—
called the sound bos—to replay the pressings
Much inventive talent was expended in the design
of these transducers and their associated acoustic
hoins
" Electric Becordings "
The crucial limit to indefinite improvement was
the fact that in the recording process all the work
done in displacing the cutting stylus had to be
carried out by the sound wave Similarly on
replas the force necessary to actuate the dia
phragm of the sound box had to be transmitted
(from the driving motor) via the walls of the
groove and the needle All this militated against
refinements of design which could yield better
high frequency response lower non linearity
distortion and reduced pressures at the needle
tip However by the mid nineteen twenties the
technology of electronics was e-q>loding the radio
valve was being developed and exploited for all
communication purposes so that in 1924 a new
form of cutter head was invented by Masfield
and Harrison It was essentially an electro
magnetically operated stylus wherein a varying
electrical current rather than a sound wave
caused the stylus to vibrate This was an electro
mechanical transducer and so a second trans
ducer an acousti electrical one was necessary
The latter already existed as the microphone the
electricai output from which could be magnified by
a valve amplifier before it was fed to the cutter
head
Electric recordings as they were called by the
ad men facilitated another large Improvement in
recording quality The microphone was a com
paratlvely small design problem, on the acoustical
side and once it had turned the sound waves into
 corresponding electrical currents the forces
required by the cutting stylus however large
could be provided by way of the recording
amplifier Furthermore it became simple to
make the degree of amplification or gain depend
on the sound frequency so as to compensate for
deficiencies in for esample the cutter head or
microphone
Electrical Pick ups
Within the ne^t decade br the mid thirties the
equivalent of the electrical sound box—the
gramophone pickup—had also come into com
mon use This transduced the mechanical
vibrations of the needle into electrical signals
which could be amplified and thence made
audible in a loudspeaker Its impact on quality
of reproduction \vas dramatic The use of fre
quency dependent gam could be further extended
not only to correct for deficiencies but also to
record and replay over a much wider spectrum of
frequencies Hitherto it had not been practic
able to reproduce sound much lower in pitch
than about the octave below middle C Pnruanlj
this was because in order to reproduce a bound
pressure which is constant at every frequency (m
order to give a constant sound intensity) the
lateral displacement or sideways movement ot
the stylus must be inversely proportional to
frequency Therein is a fact of acoustical life
and if this inverse frequency law were applied
rigorously it would follow that as the pitch of a
sound is lowered groove displacement would
have to Increase m proportion That is for each
octave reduction in frequency the groove dis
placement must double' If the low frequencies
were not selectively attenuated during recording
one groove would break into its neighbours on
fortissimo passages unless the groove spacing
were to be unacceptably coarse Indeed the
choice of groove spacing was and to some extent
remains a compromise between groove isolation
and length of playing time So the bass fre
quencies were attenuated during the recording
process and whereas with acoustic replay there
was virtually no simple way of recovering them
the electrical replay ch un could be compensated
(equalised) to give extra amplification to the low
frequencies and thus make good the deficiencies
in the low notes
For the reason esplained above the weight
borne by the needle of a sound bos was necessanlj
large—often many hundreds of grammes The
pick up with, its succeeding amplifier could do
much, better than this since its needle did not
have to move a diaphragm and a large mass of an
Early pick ups tracked with a playing weight of
10-30 g and today a weight of 5 g would be
thought excessive 0 5-2 g being usual
Again reducing the demand for work to be done
by the moving parts of the pick up meant that
these could be very much smaller lighter and
more freely moving These reductions in both
effective mass and stiffness m turn made it
possible and indeed desirable to abandon the
traditional needle replacing it by a minute
jewelled tip attached directly to the moving part
of the transducer The stylus is then capable of
tracing the groove pattern at much shorter wave
lengths (higher frequencies) than hitherto In
early days of electrical recording the highest
recorded frequency was probably not much
greater than 4 Wfr, (3 octaves above middle C)
at the inner part of a 78 rpm disc the wave
length is then about 20 micrometres or 5 thou
aandths of an inch Today despite the reduced
turntable speeds the upper limit of recording is
usually not less than 16 frfr?: the concomitant
wavelength near the inner grooves of a 33$ rpm
record being less than 3 micrometres or 0 7
thousandths of aa inch
By the mid 1940s the limit of the traditional
shellac base pressing had been reached with the
introduction of the Decca full frequency range '
recordings These incorporated a somewhat
smaller groove than normal to Improve short
wavelength tracing a degree of high, frequency
pre-emphasis whereby the higher frequencies

